
International German Championship 2022  
 Hanggliding 

Class 1 and Class 5 
23. - 29. Mai 2022 

Event Info 

Organizer:   DHV e.V., Am Hoffeld 4, D-83703 Gmund 
Management:  DGFC Südschwarzwald c7O Klaus Kienzle, Kiefernweg 10, 77933 Lahr 

Site:  Kandel nearby Waldkirch  

  Launch at Kandel West    1200m ASL 

 

  Landing at Bleibach/Gutach    292 m ASL 

  Headquarter (HQ) / meeting area / simple camping at landing area 

 

   

Optional flying site at Schäfersfeld/Oppenau.  760m 
ASL 

 Available in case of easterly winds for one class only, due to limited rigging 
area. Appropriate decision by meet director. 

 



Program:  Mon 23.05.2022  19:00 – 22:00  

   Pilots inscription and registration of GPS-devices and trackers at HQ 

  Tue 24.05.202    

   o8:30  Opening briefing, mandatory for all pilots at HQ 

   09:30  Transport to Kandel and rigging of gliders 

   11:30  Official Opening of the German Championship 

   13:00 Start of first task 

  Wed 25.05.2022  -  Sat 28.05.2022 

   09:30  daily transport from HQ to Kandel 

   11:00   daily briefing at Kandel 

   12:00  daily tasks 

   In case of deviations the participants will be notified by SMS 

  Sat 28.05.2022 

   20:00 Pilots party at HQ 

  Sun 29.05.2022 

   11:00 Prize giving and Closing of German Open 
 
In case there is only one task flown, or only 600 points achieved, this Sunday is reserved for a 
further task. 

 

Starting method: by foot only, from wooden ramp and/or meadow slope 

 

Starting sequence: One class by another, determined by the task committee. 

For the first task the international FAI-ranking list applies, with the first 
ten listed pilots in reversed order. For the following tasks the daily 
updated competition ranking applies, in the same manner. 

Restart is possible, as long the starting window is open. 

 



Headquarter:  at landing site Bleibach/Gutach (tent) 

Competition classes:  FAI 1 and FAI 5,  each for men and women 

Meet director: Dieter Münchmeyer 

Scorer:   Willi Kuck 

Jury:   to be determined, will be announced before competition starts 

Validity:  Following the priority ranking: 

1. This event information 
2. DHV competition regulations 
3. FAI sporting code 

Participants qualifying 

The number of pilots is limited to 70-80 (due to size of launch site) 
Participants have to qualify according to the International FAI-ranking 
list. The organisor reserves the right to select 5 pilots and 3 female 
pilots which are not qualified by the FAI-ranking list. 

Livetracking Use of GPS- livetrackers (preferred is the Flymaster tracker as flight 
results can be directly evaluated) is mandatory.  

 The trackers have to be brought by each pilot, who is responsible for 
proper operation during all flights. DHV has 20 trackers for renting for 
5 Euros per day. Please contact Regina from DHV. 
regina.glas@dhvmail.de.  

Documentation The tracklogs of the flights are evaluated via the livetrackers. If those 
data are insufficient, alternatively the records of other GPS-devices 
(must include altitude) will be evaluated. (Cables for download to be 
brought by the pilots, back up-devices are strongly recommended). 

Evaluation software GPSdump, FS-Comp.  Holders of instruments not readable by GPSdump 
may bring their own igc-files with valid G-record. 

Comp-formula latest GAP-formula, settings acc. to competition regulations 

Titles award  Int. German Champion 2022 FAI 1 (flex wings) 

   Int. German Champion 2022 FAI 5 (rigid wings) 

   German Champion 2022 FAI 1 

   German Champion 2022 FAI 5 



   German Champion Women 2022 (this title is awarded only in case the 
best female pilot achieves at least 50% of the average points of the top 
ten ranked pilots) 

Radio   it is recommended to carry radio equipment 

Phone at HQ  0049 171 736 1625 

Liability  Each participant enters the competition at own risk. Claims against 
organiser, management, meet direction and their staff are excluded as 
far as covered by law regulations (see declaration: liability exclusion) 

Technical qualification 

   Airworth equipment  

1. Hanggliders with airworth test certificates accepted in Germany 
2. Hanggliders in test programs acc. to the requirements of FAI 

sporting code sect. 7a, 2017, for uncertified gliders as per chapter 
8.3.2. The pilot has to show the relevant test protocols. 

3. Helmet certified acc.to EN 966 

Personal qualification valid pilot license 

   Valid liability insurance 

   Valid FAI sporting license 

   Signed participants declaration form for DHV-competitions 

Pitch settings  Sprogue settings of flex wings FAI1 can be controlled according to the 
latest FAI regulations.  

Entry fee  Participants will be selected latest until 15.02.2022. SELECTED pilots 
will change their colour in the entry list from red to orange and have 
now to effect payment until 01.03.2022 (date of entry at organisors 
account). Upon settlement of payment, the colour in the entry list will 
change to green. 

   After 01.03.2022 all non-paid selected pilots might lose their entry 
against the lower ranked not selected pilots, who effect payment.  

   The entry fee is € 150.-   to be transferred to 

   DGFC Südschwarzwald e.V.   Waldkirch,  
Volksbank Breisgau Nord 
IBAN: DE84 6809 2000 0080 3580 40   
BIC:  GENODE61EMM 

Reference: DM 22 name of participant 



   The entry gets first effective with completed money transfer! 

   If a pilot does not show up, the entry fee will not be reimbursed. (only 
in case of illness with a medical testimonial). 

   If the competition will not take place for meteorological reasons, 50% 
of the enty fee will be reimbursed to participants 

Included in entry fee Search and rescue, T-shirt, pilots info sheet with all important phone 
numbers, radio frequencies, scoring, pilots party, prices, fruits and 
water at staring area 

Inscription  online via DHV-portal. Last minute entries are only possible, if not 70 
pilots have already registered.  

GPS registration Mon 23.05.2022 from 19:00 to 22:00 and Tue 24.05.2022 from 08:00 
to 09:00 at HQ. After each task, the GPS instruments, incl. backups, 
have to be given to the scorer in the HQ as soon as possible 

Retrieve  Each pilot has to take care for his own retrieval. Coordination via HQ 
telephone will be provided. A retrieval car drives in the main valley. 

Cancellation  Latest by Saturday 21.05.2022 at 18:00 the organizer will announce 
whether the competition will take place or not. 

Prizes   trophies, cups, vouchers etc. 

Changes   This event information might be subject to changes by the organizer 

Further information by DHV Regina Glas  regina.glas@dhvmail.de 

   By DGFC Südschwarzwald, Klaus Kienzle  phone +49 7821 992218 

Tourist Info  Waldkirch, Bleibach, www.zweitaelerland.de 

Camping  Camping Waldkirch  

   Simple camping at landing site is possible 

 

 

    

    

     

 



 

 


